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instead of having to continually keep one eye on his busy life, the male dildo can give him something to focus on, something that he knows will bring him pleasure and be
something that he can enjoy. it is very satisfying to go through life everyday not really feeling anything but not knowing exactly what it is that he is missing out on. that is until you
find something that gives him a feeling he has never felt before. i appreciate toys for pleasuring women as much as i do toys for pleasuring men. a fun little toy can put a tinge of
spice into the bedroom and not be left on the nightstand untouched. a woman needs the option of gentle teasing or rough passion. she needs to know that her partner is willing to

go that extra mile to get her off. the autoblow was designed to be ergonomic, or comfortable to use, sloan said, and this also extends to length. a standard flaccid penis is 4-6
inches long, she said, but normal erections could easily be longer. in fact, there are even average-sized dicks that are actually longer than the autoblow when fully erect. and

although the bulbous attachment is very clever, and capable of stretching the skin a bit, it can only do so much: most of the volume and shape of your penis is inside the body. you
might get away with using a lot of autoblow to match, but the risk is that you wont be able to feel or control your penis. i actually always had a small penis, although the average
guy is like one and a half to two inches. if i saw a dick that looked bigger than mine, i would be like, wow, that person must be hung like a king, and i would be like, no, my dick is
small. a male friend of mine had this experience with a stranger who offered to put his dick into his mouth. when he started blowing my friend, the stranger was amazed at how

small his dick looked, so when he cocked his cock to blow my friend, he shot a load all over my friend. my friend couldn't believe how much cum came out. he asked the stranger
how much he got, and the stranger replied, like, just a few cc.
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wwwxxx ebony sloan said that one of the most common challenges people have is having trouble

feeling their penis when it's in their mouth. this is not to say that the autoblow is going to solve all of
these problems, just that it will certainly make you feel better about yourself if you are experiencing
some of them. it's a completely new experience: it lets you feel more of the sensations that you get
with an erection. in turn, it lets you experience and understand your anatomy more thoroughly. the
only thing that will really tell you whether or not the autoblow will work for you is experience. if you

feel more comfortable holding the device in the right position, then you can enjoy a more normal sex
life and feel incredible in the process. however, it's not for everyone, and if you feel pain during the
process you are using it at home, sloan says you should probably just stick with masturbation until

you feel comfortable doing so with a new device. you may be asking yourself, who is this crazy
woman who thinks she needs to use a device to increase the size of her penis? and the answer is, a
lot of women like myself want bigger penises. it is a common misconception that having a bigger

penis means having a more impressive erection, sloan said, that was why she decided to take a step
in a completely different direction and design the autoblow. 5ec8ef588b
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